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Adjective form of ironically

(Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &amp;; Ironic Definition Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) / aˈrˈrˈn /using words to convey meaning that is the opposite of its literal meaning; contain or exemplify irony: an ironic novel; a comment irònic.de, relate or tend to use irony or mockery; Ironic.
coincidental; Unexpected: It was ironic that I was sitting next to my ex-husband at dinner.1620-30; &lt;Latin license īrōnicus&lt;Greek eirōnikós dissembling, insincere. See irony1, -icnon·i·ic, adjectivesem·i·i·ic, adjectiveIron Guard, ironing hand, ironing, iron heart, iron horse, ironically, ironically, ironing,
ironing board, ironistDictionary.com Unabridged Based on Random House Unadbridge Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020 untapped, mocking, incongruous, twisted, sardonic, ridiculous, satirical, caustic, satirical, wry, arrogant, paradoxical, acrid, alert, backbiting, bite, bitter, burlesque, intelligent,
despicable In its ironic way, Halloween has always This is quite ironic coming from the head of a company productss are used in operations that contribute to serious human rights violations. The collection, which includes 15 pieces, reflects Abloh's ironic style. It is ironic that the integrity of the second law
of thermodynamics, which handles irreversibility in the world, is safeguarded at a micro level by this reversibility. The title may seem ironic, but it wasn't meant that way. Reasons to be cheerful (Ep. 417)| Stephen J. Dubner | May 7, 2020| FreakonomicsSo was ironic a couple of months later, when the Tea
Partiers were railing against it - it had already expired. Ironic, since it was originally intended to suppress sugar lust. How ironic that the Kingdom of the Hermit is taking the blame for our first real look inside a clique that not even Vice dares to penetrate. How ironic and unfortunate that critics tend to focus
on one bad class or the other. This is politically ironic because only this spring did Obama ask Congress to reduce the 2001 AUMF or even consider doing so outside. He considered her and kept her cold, ironic face raised to her scrutiny. The third window| Anne Douglas SedgwickHe waved an ironic
farewell and crossed the road to her own accommodations, which were almost directly in front. The black moth| Georgette HeyerThe governor saw him for a moment with an ironic grin, then began opening the envelopes and scanning the contents. Blacksheep! Blacksheep!| Meredith NicholsonPodria
would try soothin syrup, the deagna said, with an ironic grin. Scattergood Baines | Clarence Budington KellandHer pale, usually expressionless face lit up now an ironic smile. Rich man, poor man | Maximilian Fosterof, characterized or using IronyCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp;& amp;
Unabridged 2012 Digital Digital © William Collins &amp;Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF THE DAYconsequentialadjective | [kon-si-kwen-shuhl ] SEE DEFINITION Black Friday sales! Save Now © 2020
Dictionary.com, LLC [ ahy-ron-ik-lee ]/ aˈˈˈˈrˈr /SEE SYNONYMS FOR ironically in a way that uses words to mean the opposite of what they normally mean, or makes an obvious exaggeration or understatement, as a joke or in order to make a point: the French author Anatole France commented ironically
on the abandonment of the poor: The law in its majesty gives the same rights to the rich and poor to sleep under bridges. in a way that is the opposite of what was expected, often as a remarkable coincidence:Ironically, one of the main messages in this text about war is how to avoid battle through
meticulous.non-i·hosely preparation and planning, adverbsem·i-i·y·ly, adverbun·i·hol·ly, adverbironed, iron-hearted, iron horse, ironic, ironical, ironical, ironing, ironing, ironing, iron-jawedDictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020jokingly,
amusingly, cheerfully, ridiculously, absurdly, face-to-face, playfully, jovially, ludicrously, mirthly, playfully, satiricallyironically, the play is about the establishment's 'information management'. Ironically, this is the only precept on which liberals and conservatives agree. Ironically, unlike Dukakis and
apparently Paul, Bill Clinton and Al Gore had read the memo on the day. Ironically, like the Pope, his advocacy of the poor has given Liberation Theology a new lease on life. Ironically, there are parts of it that I think the North Koreans will love, but other parts they will really hate. Our Cicero faces this, and
does not ask questions about the capital, says Cicero, ironically. Cicero's life| Anthony TrollopeThere was Malcourt; and ironically condolenced with him as Portlaw got some slam in hearts. The line of fire| Robert W. ChambersAnd, ironically, came up with no one to ask about the water supply. Scorched
Thigh Floor | Edith Eudora KohlThere's your lake, said Leighton ironically to Miranda, who shrunk her shoulders in response. The Golden Man| Clifford SmythDo don't propose at all, my boy, Jim replied, ironically — he didn't like Rod|D. H. Lawrence of Robert.Aaron(phrase modifier) is rhythmically ironic,
McCoist has never scored against Rangersin an ironic way And ironically reiaCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sounds &amp;& amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF
THE DAYconsequentialadjective | [kon-si-kwen-shuhl ] VEURE DEFINICIÓVenda de divendres negre! Save Now © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC LLC In UK, the UK was the first to do so and was launched in 2007. ic | \ˈrä-nik also i-ˈrä-\1 : in relation to, containing or constituting irony an ironic
coincidence 2 : given to irony an ironic sense of humor Is given considerable thought to what events constitute true irony, and the dictionary is often called to provide an answer. Here are the facts about how the word irony is used. Irony has two formal uses that are not as common in general prose as its
more casual uses. One refers to Socratic irony, a method of revealing an opponent's ignorance by pretending to be ignorant and asking test questions. The other refers to dramatic irony or tragic irony, an incongruity between the situation in a drama and the words used by the characters that only the
audience can see. Socratic irony is a tool used in the debate; dramatic irony is what happens when the public realizes that Romeo and Juliet's plans will go wrong. The third, and debated, use of irony considers what is called situational irony. The irony of the situation implies a surprising reversal of what is
expected or intended: a person sides with a pothole to avoid injury and in doing so enters another hole and gets injured. Critics claim the words irony and ironic as they are used in cases that don't have a surprising investment, such as It's Not Ironic That You Called in the same way that I was planning to
call them?,, are most correctly called coincidence. The historical record shows that irony and ironic have been used imprecisely for nearly 100 years at least, and often to refer to coincidence. This 1939 quote from F. Scott Fitzgerald is typical: It's an ironic thought that the last image work I took — against
my best judgment – gave me five thousand five hundred dollars and cost more than four thousand in medical care. Is this true situational irony? It's debatable. The word irony should be applied to events that are merely curious or coincidental, and while some feel this is an incorrect use of the word, it is
nothing more than a new one. 1showing that really means the opposite of what you are saying; express irony an ironic comment 2 (of a situation) strange or funny because it is very different from what you expect It is ironic that you became a teacher— I used to hate school. see the irony NAmE//adverb
Ironically, the book he felt was his worst-selling more copies than any of his others. He smiled ironically. See ironic in the adjective Oxford Advanced Learner dictionary (also less frequently ironic) jump to other results showing that it really means the opposite of what you are saying; expressing ironyExtra
Examples Was received with ironic of opposition MPs. She sent him a slightly ironic sideways look. Themes Languagec1Oxford Collocations Dictionary redbsadverbSee the full entry (of a situation) strange or funny funny is very different from what you expect is ironic that... It's ironic that she became a
teacher, she used to hate school. see also ironyOxford Collocations DictionaryverbsadverbSee the full Word Originmid 17th cent entry: from french ironique or late Latin ironic, from greek eirōnikos 'dissembling, feigning ignorance', from eirōneia 'simulated ignorance', from eirōn 'dissembler'. See ironic in
the Oxford Advanced American DictionaryShow ironic in Oxford Learner's Dictionary of Academic English If something is ironic it's unexpected, often in a funny way. If you are the world chess champion, it would be quite ironic if you lost a match to someone who just learned to play yesterday. Ironic is the
adjective of substantive irony. In contemporary discourse, when we call something ironic, we often refer to sarcastics. If you spill coffee everywhere drawings you've been working on all morning, you could ironically say to your coworker: I've done something wonderful! An ironic result is the opposite of
what is intended. Having someone splashing mud on you is always annoying, but it would be ironic if you had been splashed because they were running to clean dirt on you. Definitions of ironic 1 madness, an ironic destiny for such a clear thinker Synonyms: incongruous lacking harmony or compatibility
or adequacy an ironic commentary often conveys an intentional meaning obliquely an ironic novel Synonyms: dry, ironic, humorous, humorous, humorously filled or characterized by humor
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